The complete structure of the W G 2 algebra is obtained from an explicit realization by an abstract Virasoro algebra and a free boson field. We then construct its BRST operator and find a seven-parameter family of nilpotent BRST operators. These free parameters are related to the canonical transformations of the ghost, antighost fields which leave the total stress-energy tensor and the antighost field b invariant.
Introduction
Theres exist only three generic nonlinear extension of the Virasoro algebra by a single spin-s (s > 2) field. These algebras are related to the rank 2 Lie algebras. Two of them, W 3 and W B 2 , related to the A 2 and B 2 (= C 2 ) algebras, are well-studied in the literature [1, 2] . The other one, W G 2 , related to the G 2 algebra, is a very complicated algebra. The structure of W G 2 is known by solving the bootstrap constraints or the Jacobi identities [3] [4] [5] . No explicit relization is known for W G 2 . In application, it is important to know some realizations of the algebra. On the other hand, the authors of [6] starts directly from two free boson fields to formulate string theoy with higher spin extension of the Virasoro algebra. As emphasied in [7, 8] , this may give rise to results which are not true for abstract W -algebras. So it is important to study things using only the abstract W -algebras. In this paper we will first derive the complete structure of the W G 2 algebra. We use only an abstract Virasoro algebra and a free boson field to construct an explicit realization of W G 2 . Because the original Virasoro algebra and the boson field satisfy the Jacobi identities, the consistency of the W G 2 algebra is automatically guaranteed. Having the abstract W G 2 algebra in hand, we then forget its realization and study its BRST quantization. To simplify the construction of the BRST operator, we require that {Q, b(w)} gives the total stress-energy tensor. Even with this restriction, the BRST operator is not unique and has seven free parameters. We will show that these parameters are related to the canonical transformation of the ghost, antighost fields which leave the total stress-energy tensor and the antighost field b(z) invariant.
The W G algebra
Let's start from the basic fields. φ is a free boson field. T 1 is the stress-energy tensor for an abstract Virasoro algebra. The basic OPEs are
From these fields we can construct a new stress-energy tensor and a spin-6 field as follows:
By using the basic OPEs of T 1 and ∂φ, one then computes the OPEs for T and W . The requirement that T and W form a (nonlinear) W G 2 algebra fixes all the coefficient x's. The OPEs for the W G 2 algebra can then be derived. The final result is
where some quasi primary fields are defined in the above in terms of the nonsingular terms in OPEs and the rest are defined as follows:
Here Λ 11 and Λ 12 = −8 Λ 11 /5 are spin-9 quasi primary fields which don't appear in the OPEs of the W G 2 algebra. The various coefficients appearing in (7) are given as follows: 
We have checked that the above structure of the W G 2 algebra is in agreement with that given in [3] .
3 The BRST quantization of the W G 2 algebra
Now we study the BRST quantization of the W G 2 algebra. Following the standard procedure we introduce ghost, antighost paris (c(z), b(z)) and (δ(z), α(z)) for T (z) and W (z) respectively. These ghost anti-ghost fields have spins (−1, 2) and (−5, 6) and their mode expansions are as follows
These modes satisfy the usual anti-commutation relations which can be derived from the following OPEs
The other OPEs are all 0 (nonsingular).
Because of the complexity with normal ordering we will not use mode expansions. All our calculation are done with (the holomorphic) fields. The normal ordering for the ghost anti-ghost fields are such that the following equations are true
This is possible because all these fields are free fields.
With all the above knowledge, we now construct the quantum BRST operator. One way to start is to construct the corresponding classical BRST operator [10] . The quantum BRST operator is then assumed to be the same form as the classical one with possible renormalization of some coefficients and addition of some zero mode terms due to normal ordering. By imposing the nilpotent condition, one would determine all these coefficients. For linear algebras this route is quite successful. The same strategy has been applied to W 3 [10] and in [11] to a class of quadratic non-linear algebra. But the simplicity of this construction doesn't apply to more complicated nonlinear algebras, such as W B 2 and W 4 [8, 12] .
We will follow the same strategy used in [8] for the BRST quantization of the W B 2 and W 4 algebras. The BRST operator is the contour integration of a spin-1 current j(z) with ghost number 1. To simplify our calculations, we require that the (anti-) commutator of the BRST operator Q with the stress-energy tensor antighost b(z) gives the total stree-energy tensor:
This fixes the dependence of the BRST current j(z) on the ghost field c(z) to the the following form
We will group the rest terms by their (δ, α)-ghost number. By ghost number and spin counting, there are possible terms with (δ, α)-ghost number from 1 to 5. The ansatz for the ((δ, α)-) ghost number 1 terms is
Here a is an arbitrary constant which set the normalization for the δ ghost. It is set to be a = √ 2560504830. j 2 , j 3 , j 4 and j 5 have 80, 124, 51 and 4 terms respectively. We will not give their explicit form here. After we have solved the nilpotent condition, we will give a simplified form of the BRST operator in an Appendix. Writing the BRST operator as the sum of various (δ, α) ghost number terms:
the nilpotent condtion Q 2 = 0 becomes
The first equation gives the critical central charge c = 388. The second equation (25) is satisfied only for m i = 0, i = 1, · · · , 9. We then solve equations (26) and (27) Because the calculations will take too long a time by simply using the OPEdefs.m Mathematica package [13] , one must write some other programmes to do the calculation. Let us say a few words about how we actually did the calculations.
First it is a good idea to split the bosonic and fermionic part of every terms. Because we knew that only lower spin (≤ 11) bosonic fields could appear in Q 2 , we can expand all the OPEs (including also nonsingular terms) to a certain degree approparitely. The OPEs for quasi primary fields are also needed. These can be obtained easily by using the OPEs and the definitions for quasi primary fields given in (5) to (11) . The OPEs with the fermionic part are not so easy. One can just try a simple example by computing the OPEs of
with itself. The time needed grows quite rapidly with i. Because all the fermionic ghost fields are free fields, we can use eqs. (17) and (18) to do all the possible contractions and then obtain the OPEs by expanding all fields around w. Actually, most of the computing time are used in this Laurent expansion. I have written a simple programme to do all these things but only for these free fermionic ghosts. For the problem in hand, the computations take much short time and it is possible to finish all the calculation in about two weeks. Here is the result: all the eqs. (28)-(30) are satisfied and the rest 55 coefficients in Q 4 and Q 5 are also found. The complete solution is quite long because there are seven free parameters. After explaining the meaning of the 7 free parameters in Q and also puting some terms to 0, I will give an explicit solution in the Appendix.
The canonical transformations of the ghost, antighost fields
The canonical transformations of the ghost, antighost fields discussed in [12, 8] are similar transformations. One easily verifies that the 3-parameter and 7-parameter canonical transformations for W B 2 and W 4 ghost, antighost fields are the following transformations:
where S is the the contour integration of a spin-1 current of ghost number 0:
for W B 2 and
for W 4 ghost, antighost fields. From these results, we learnt that in order to obtain all the possible canonical transformations, one simply writes down all the possible ghost number 0 spin-1 currents module total derivatives. Of course, we omit some of the simplest canonical transformations generated by the currents c b, δ α and b δ ′′ . These are just simple rescaling and shifting of the ghost fields.
For W G 2 ghost, antighost field system, there are altogether 56 independent ghost number 0 spin-1 currents (including simple rescaling and shifting). One thing to be noticed here is that these currents can also involve the Virasoro field because the spin of the δ ghost is so low that there exists many ghost, antighost currents with very low spin. The canonical transformation for W G 2 is a 56-parameter family transformations. It is not difficult to obtain the full transformation group. The more interesting thing is the subgroup of canonical transformations which leave the total stress-energy tensor and the antighost b(z) invariant. This subgroup is a 10-parameter group. Nevertheless 3 parameters are fixed by our ansatz for the BRST operator:
Simple rescaling of c(z) and δ(z) are not allowed. Also simple shifting of c(z) by δ (4) (z) is not allowed. This then leaves a 7-parameter subgroup of canonical transformations which leaves the total stress-energy tensor and the antighost b(z) invariant. This is why we obtain a seven-parameter family of nilpotent BRST operator for W G 2 algebra. Now we give the explicit form of the seven parameter generator for the canonical transformations. We split it into 2 groups according the number of ghost antighost fields. We have
and 
By using these expressions, I have checked explictly that the 4 transformations associated with J 1 which change the δ ghost filed give exactly the form fo the BRST operator obtained by explicit computations. In particular one can use these canonical transformations to put all W -dependent terms in Q 3 and Q 4 to 0. After doing that, the BRST operator can be written as the sum of four anticommuting nilpotnet operators:
The dependence of the BRST operator on the rest three free parameters is linear. Also the rest canonical transformations associated with J 2 are just linear transformations. The explicit expression given in the Appendix isQ 0 , arranged by their (δ, α) ghost number. The other threeQ i 's areQ 0 exact. There are 124 possible ghost number 3 terms. Some of them are fixed by using the seven-parameter canonical transformations. The rest 115 terms are as follows:
